598	DEFINITIONS
responding  complete  identification with  the  persona
(#. Soul), it clearly follows that the latter also must occur
very frequently.    This accords with reality; for, as a
matter of fact, lar^e numbers of men arc wholly identified
with their outer attitude, and therefore have no conscious
relation to their inner processes.    But the converse may
also happen; namely, where the ,suul-inuigo is not pro-
jected,  but'remains with   the  subject;   whereupon  an
identification with the soul is liable to rasult just in so far
as the subject is himself convinced that his manner of
behaviour to his inner processes is also his unique and
actual character.   In such a case, the unconsciousness of
the persona results in its projection upon an object, more
especially of the same sex, thus providing a foundation
for many cases of more or less admitted homosexuality,
and of father-transferences in men or mother-transferences
in women.   Such cases are always persons with defective
external adaptation and comparative unrelatedness, because
the identification with the soul begets an attitude with a
predominant  orientation   towards   the  inner  processes,
whereby the object is deprived of its determining influence,
Whenever the soul-image is projected, an unconditional,
affective tie to the object appears*   If it is not projected,
a relatively unadapted  state results, which Freud has
partially described as narcissism.    The projection of the
soul-image offers a release from a too great preoccupation
with the inner processes, in so far as the behaviour of the
object harmonizes with the soul-image.    The subject is
thus enabled to live his persona, and to develop it further,
In the long run, however, the object will scarcely be able
to correspond consistently with the soul-image^ although
many women succeed, by constantly disregarding their
own lives, in representing their husband's soul-image for
a very considerable time.   The biological, feminine instinct
assists them in this.   A man may unconsciously do the

